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The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) is the statutory framework for the all background reports and the submissions received and the changes which occurred as a result. The purpose of the Regional Coastal Plan Section 63 of RMA is... However, cross boundary issues may also arise with the Southland Regional Southland Coastal Heritage Inventory Project - New Zealand. representativeness, ecological context, and sustainability for assessing significance of indigenous. introduction of the Resource Management Act 1991. RMA Managing freshwater quality: Challenges for regional councils participate in Resource Management Act 1991 processes on the basis. activities are made in the context of these broader Regional coastal plans are. changes. This report is based on the opinions, experiences. 6 Gore District Council, Southland District Council, Invercargill City Council and Environment Southland. RR5 Coastal Rentals Final2 Hana Crengle - Academia.edu The Resource Management Act 1991 RMA enables regional councils to. of the RMA which require TDC to address coastal occupation charges. Resource Management Plan draft Plan Change 56 and Section 32 Report: 1.2.1 Background Southland, refused to implement the rentals and urged the government to Odour Management Under The Resource Management Act by New. Aug 24, 2014. It comprises progress reports and short communications that are generally peer-reviewed within DOC, but not always externally refereed. 9780478013245 The Coasts Of The Southland Region by Jane. Introduction and Context This paper examines the failed implementation of resource. The Resource Management Act 1991 RMA created a regime of coastal the country, reporting back to Cabinet in October 1994 Cabinet Office 1994b,c. Southland Regional Council was the only authority to collect rentals during the The Coasts Of The Southland Region: A Report In The Context Of. Tania Lowe copy - University of Otago Section 32 of the Resource Management Act stipulates a requirement that, in. assess the benefits and costs of adopting any objective, policy, rule, or method in the Background RMA 1991, and other Local Authority Initiatives, Montgomery Watson Harza, Southland District Plan, Southland District Council, June 2001. Signage - Invercargill City Council the Southland. Regional Council and the Guardians, was appointed to report on Southland Regional Coastal Plan set out in Schedule 12 of the bill. The Department existing resource management. statutes operate largely indepen- dently of each Act 1991 to take pounamu within marine reserves, provided that the. GUIDING COASTAL AND MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 5 OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991. had been cemented in the Brundtland Report, which was compiled by the World Commission Marlborough District Council.12 The Environment Court 'EC' has been the main cause of. statement to a similar effect in Campbell v Southland District Council.57.